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Database Design is the book you need to master the fundamentals of relational database design in today's ever-evolving world of database technologies.  This book takes an approach to database design to teach the reader how to reach into the inner depths of an organization to understand the business needs, data, and daily processes that will all blend together to formulate a successful database.  Much emphasis is placed on logical design as it is imperative to understand the inner workings of an organization to produce the highest quality database, while proactively eliminating future problems that are not so easy for a beginner to foresee.
Additionally, topics such as change control, business rule integration, database security implementation, and legacy database redesign are covered in detail.  Examples of SQL code are shown to portray implementation tasks of a relational database.  Examples are compliant with ANSI standard.     

       About the Author
     

Frederic H. Jones, Ph.D., has been involved in database design and programming for fifteen years.  He has designed and developed commercially available relational and object oriented database systems and applications, as well as database designs for clients such as GE, Westinghouse, Herman Miller Corporation, Lightolier, Moen, Carrier Corp and Electronic Arts.  He is the founder of Eclat, Inc., a major database publisher in the construction industry and currently CEO of Learning Square, Inc. an Internet distance learning development and consulting firm.  
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The Inflammation Syndrome: The Complete Nutritional Program to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease, Arthritis, Diabetes, Allergies, and AsthmaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Challem’s new book hits a home run —— with the latest research on what to eat and take to defeat our real number-one cause of health problems—— inflammation. It’s a message of the utmost importance."
  ——  Jean Carper
  New York Times bestselling author of Stop Aging Now! and...
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J2ME: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The Most Comprehensive J2ME Resource Available!

Java developers, here's your chance to survey the scope of J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) knowledge in one solidly written reference. Discover the basic architecture and functionality of J2ME and how it differs from J2SE and J2EE. Build a J2ME database with coverage of essentials such as...
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Hand transplantationSpringer, 2007

	The story of this book is quite simple: after the

	first few hand transplants, we felt the need to have

	regular meetings so that our clinical experiences

	would be beneficially shared and serve as a basis

	to draw some guidelines for the future. In so

	doing, we soon realised that a huge amount of

	original clinical data and...
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Biology Of Genetic Dominance (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Landes Bioscience, 2006
The word dominance, in the context of genetics, has been used for long time applied to characters or to alleles. A dominant character masks the expression of an alternative form. This loose definition would even apply when these alternatives are not determined by alleles of the same locus. In turn, a dominant allele refers to an alternative version...
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The Six Sigma Project Planner : A Step-by-Step Guide to Leading a Six Sigma Project Through DMAICMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Meet your Six Sigma project goals--on time and on budget

Six Sigma demands results. These results are delivered by projects that are tightly linked to customer demands and enterprise strategy. If you're leading a Six Sigma initiative in your organization, this hands-on guide is designed to help you achieve these...
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Advances in Grid and Pervasive Computing: 6th International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	the emerging areas of grid computing, cloud computing, and pervasive computing.
	The 6th International Conference on Grid and Pervasive Computing, GPC
	2011, was held in Oulu, Finland, during May 11-13, 2011. This volume contains
	the full papers that were presented at the conference. This program was
	preceded by one day of workshops, a...
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